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What signatures are we looking for? 

Particles that live long enough to deposit most of 
their energy or decay to Standard Model particles 
within the detector volume or leave it entirely 

Multiple search strategies can be applied to one 
signature, as observed lifetime is governed by 
an exponential defined by the proper lifetime cτ
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What challenges do we face? 

We are dealing with unconventional signatures/objects 
that require non-standard reconstruction 

Displaced vertices 
→ Large-radius tracking 
→ Displaced-vertex reconstruction 

Disappearing/kinked tracks 
→ Silicon/pixel-only tracking 

Emerging jets / decays of neutral 
particles in the calorimeters 
→ ‘Trackless’ jets 

Heavy charged long-lived particles 
→ Low-β tracking and time-of-flight measurements
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What challenges do we face? 

Standard triggers often inefficient or analyses 
have to rely on MET triggers 
→ dedicated LLP triggers 

Standard recommendations/calibrations 
often don’t apply to unconventional 
observables and signatures 
→ dedicated calibrations 

Unconventional signatures come with 
unconventional backgrounds 
→ often little to no Standard Model background 
→ dedicated (usually data-driven) estimates 
     or rejection techniques
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68 lhc llp community

Figure 4.1: An example of a material map from AT-
LAS [Aaboud:2017iio].

track d0.2546

4.3 Real Particles Produced via Interactions with the Detector2547

Particles produced in the pp collision can interact with nuclei2548

of the detector material, giving rise to displaced vertices, and2549

can mimic LLP signals. Vertices from these interactions will be2550

positioned in regions of the detector containing high densities2551

of detector material and are therefore effectively vetoed by using2552

detailed material maps.2553

The LHC detectors have developed tools internal to the col-2554

laborations to define a material volume to be vetoed. As the2555

detector configurations changed slightly from Run 1 to Run 2,2556

material maps have been determined separately for each data-2557

taking period for both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, us-2558

ing collision data. Maps can be found for ATLAS for Run 1 in2559

Ref. [Aaboud:2016poq], CMS for Run 1 in Ref. [CMS:2010nua],2560

ATLAS for Run 2 in Ref. [Aaboud:2017iio], and CMS for Run2561

2 in Ref. [Sirunyan:2018icq]. Additionally, the Run 2 maps for2562

both are shown here in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for ATLAS and CMS,2563

respectively.2564

LHCb recently developed a precise material map of the VErtex2565

LOcator (VELO) using beam-gas collisions [Alexander:2018png],2566

shown in Figure 4.3. Beam-gas collisions can be distinguished2567

from long-lived heavy flavor backgrounds and their utilization2568

allows the map to cover precisely the whole VELO geometry,2569

not only the region close to the interaction point. This map2570

was used to veto photon conversions to di-muons, which is the2571

main background affecting displaced dark-photon searches at2572

5

Large-radius tracking and displaced-vertex reconstruction 

Standard tracking inefficient for particles 
decaying further than a few mm from the IP 

inside-out + outside-in tracking 

Large-radius tracking adds another 
inside-out step with relaxed selections 
and track seeding on un-used hits 

d0, z0, #Hits, #shared, … 

In Run 2 only affordable for a small fraction of events 
processed in a dedicated event stream 

Can be avoided by drastically reducing fake rate and 
thereby CPU intensive track finding and ambiguity solving
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74 lhc llp community

The former source is mostly suppressed by requirements orig-2742

inally targeting the removal of meta-stable SM particles: a mini-2743

mum transverse impact parameter, |d0|, for tracks and a minimum2744

distance between the primary vertex and a given displaced vertex.2745

The latter source is harder to suppress, though can be esti-2746

mated by randomly merging vertices from distinct events. By2747

studying the number of reconstructed “merged” high-mass ver-2748

tices as a function of distance between the two low-multiplicity2749

low-mass vertices that were “merged” — both with vertices from2750

the same event, as well as from different events and scaling them2751

accordingly — an estimate for this background can be derived.2752

This method has been successfully used in the ATLAS search for2753

displaced vertices [Aaboud:2017iio] and the ATLAS multitrack2754

analysis [Aad:2015rba].2755

4.6.2 Randomly Crossing Tracks2756

A background that is typically more relevant than merged ver-2757

tices is the background stemming from low-mass displaced ver-2758

tices crossed by unrelated tracks, resulting in the reconstruction2759

of a high-mass vertex, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The mass of the2760

reconstructed displaced vertex is especially increased when the2761

random track crosses the vertex in a direction that is perpendicu-2762

lar to the distance vector pointing from the primary vertex to the2763

displaced one.2764

Figure 4.6: Illustration of a low-mass vertex crossed by an unrelated
track and being reconstructed as a high-mass vertex instead.

As demonstrated in detail in Ref. [Aaboud:2017iio, Aad:2015rba],2765

this background can be estimated by constructing vertices (n-2766

track) from lower-multiplicity ones (n � 1-track) by adding2767

pseudo-tracks, drawn randomly from data-driven track templates2768

derived for various radial detector regions. The normalization of2769

the prediction is performed by comparing the n � 1-track-based2770

constructed vertices with the actual n-track vertices in all radial2771

detector regions. One potential method for suppressing such2772

backgrounds is to veto vertices where removing one track sub-2773
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Large-radius tracking and displaced-vertex reconstruction 

Large-radius tracking followed by displaced-vertex 
reconstruction using two-track seed vertices 

Preselection of tracks to reduce combinatorics 
(d0 and combinations of pT, η, #HitsPixel, #HitsSCT, #HitsTRT, …) 

Two-track seed vertices are extended through 
vertex merging and track attachment 

Reconstruction efficiencies around 80% for high-multiplicity 
signatures over a wide range in decay radii 

Dealing with peculiar backgrounds 

Long-lived particles in the Standard Model, 

Real particles from detector interactions, 

Algorithmically induced fakes 
(random/merged vertices, randomly crossing tracks, …)
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searching for long-lived particles beyond the standard model at the large hadron
collider 73

does not correspond in time or space to any other energy deposits2710

or hits in the detector. Noise is usually difficult to model with2711

MC simulation.2712

Calorimeter detector noise is most relevant for searches look-2713

ing in non-collision bunches and low-energy collisions [Khachatryan:2015jha,2714

Chatrchyan:2012dxa, Khachatryan:2010uf]. Muon system noise is2715

most relevant for searches that are also highly affected by cosmic-2716

ray muons.2717

Calorimeter noise can be rejected by vetoing single and con-2718

centrated energy deposits [Khachatryan:2015jha, Chatrchyan:2012dxa,2719

Khachatryan:2010uf]. Muon system noise can be rejected by re-2720

quiring high-quality muon tracks.2721

Noise in both the calorimeters and the muon systems could be2722

estimated by looking at dedicated cosmic data-taking runs and2723

then applying some selection criteria to reject cosmic-ray muons.2724

The remaining events would most likely be noise.2725

4.6 Algorithmically Induced Fakes2726

For searches that aim to reconstruct the decay vertex of an LLP,2727

and especially for long-lived particles decaying in the proximity2728

of the interaction region, algorithmically induced fakes and/or2729

instrumental backgrounds can be of importance. Algorithmic2730

fakes can still be a significant background to LLP searches, even2731

if a given detector is noise-free.2732

4.6.1 Random/Merged Vertices2733

This type of background, illustrated in Figure 4.5, is especially2734

important in the environment close to the interaction region2735

that experiences a high track density, and arises from two main2736

sources. First, two or more individual tracks can cross each other2737

and can be reconstructed as a displaced vertex. Second, two close-2738

by, low-mass vertices can be reconstructed as one high-mass dis-2739

placed vertex; such a final merging/cleaning step is often part of2740

vertexing algorithms to reduce fakes in standard vertexing.2741

Figure 4.5: Illustration of two close-by, low-mass vertices being
reconstructed as one high-mass vertex.

68 lhc llp community

Figure 4.1: An example of a material map from AT-
LAS [Aaboud:2017iio].
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4.3 Real Particles Produced via Interactions with the Detector2547

Particles produced in the pp collision can interact with nuclei2548

of the detector material, giving rise to displaced vertices, and2549

can mimic LLP signals. Vertices from these interactions will be2550

positioned in regions of the detector containing high densities2551

of detector material and are therefore effectively vetoed by using2552

detailed material maps.2553

The LHC detectors have developed tools internal to the col-2554

laborations to define a material volume to be vetoed. As the2555

detector configurations changed slightly from Run 1 to Run 2,2556

material maps have been determined separately for each data-2557

taking period for both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, us-2558

ing collision data. Maps can be found for ATLAS for Run 1 in2559

Ref. [Aaboud:2016poq], CMS for Run 1 in Ref. [CMS:2010nua],2560

ATLAS for Run 2 in Ref. [Aaboud:2017iio], and CMS for Run2561

2 in Ref. [Sirunyan:2018icq]. Additionally, the Run 2 maps for2562

both are shown here in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for ATLAS and CMS,2563

respectively.2564

LHCb recently developed a precise material map of the VErtex2565

LOcator (VELO) using beam-gas collisions [Alexander:2018png],2566

shown in Figure 4.3. Beam-gas collisions can be distinguished2567

from long-lived heavy flavor backgrounds and their utilization2568

allows the map to cover precisely the whole VELO geometry,2569

not only the region close to the interaction point. This map2570

was used to veto photon conversions to di-muons, which is the2571

main background affecting displaced dark-photon searches at2572
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‘Trackless’ jets 

Calorimeter activity with large EHCAL/EECAL fraction 
and no/little activity in inner tracker 

Targeting specifically scenarios where 
particles decay in HCAL, or end of ECAL 

Without pointing information, neural networks are used 
to estimate the jet origin 

Non-collision, mainly beam-induced, backgrounds dominate 
and are treated care of using per-jet BDTs to classify 
jets as signal-like, multijet-like or beam background-like 

Per-jet BDT uses MLP jet-origin information, 
track information, shower shape and 
energy-distribution information 
as well as jet-timing information
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Low-β tracking and time-of-flight measurements 

Default muon reconstruction assumes β = 1 and becomes 
inefficient for heavy charged detector-stable particles 

Similar problem also arises at trigger level 

Dedicated low-β algorithm treats β as a free parameter 

Increased efficiency at lower β value and β estimate based on 
time-of-flight measurement 

Using high-pT inner detector tracks as seeds and 
trigger/RPC hits from multiple bunch crossings as velocity input 

Requires a dedicated multi-step offline timing calibration involving 
more than 700k elements (RPC strips and MDT tubes) using 
β ≃ 1 muons as reference 

Data-driven verification using satellite–satellite collisions
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Other observables used in LLP searches 

Time-of-flight measurements 
in the hadronic tile calorimeter 

again offline timing calibration necessary 

dE/dx in pixel detector, transition-radiation 
tracker and muon drift tubes 

calibrated using Standard Model candles and interesting for different signatures 

Fraction of high-threshold hits in 
transition-radiation detector 

even accessible without tracking 

Silicon/pixel-only tracking 

can rely on interaction point as possible anchor 

obviously there’s more …
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LLP triggers 

Also on the trigger level dedicated approaches 
are necessary and in use 

multiple-object–multiple-bunch-crossing trigger 

“CalRatio” / trackless-jet trigger 

“MuonRoI” / inner-detector-veto muon trigger 

empty-bunch trigger / collision-veto trigger 

… 

would be good to add some inner-tracker-decays trigger 
e.g. by counting hits not assigned to trigger tracks, 
but within a jet/MET-selected region of interest 

…
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Conclusion 

Many distinct signatures to cover 

Many different (non-standard) observables required/used 

Significant efforts in analyses go into observables 
and understanding backgrounds 

Didn’t talk so much about actual results (on purpose), 
but there is plenty already and plenty to come 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic (LLP filter)
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